Intern Event Management
Hello! Yes you! The rebel in you!
We are a team of 5 change-makers revolutionizing the baby game. Our mission is to make baby
fashion circular and change the way parents consume baby clothes forever. In order to give our
customers the best experience, we desire to be more than just a company that dresses their babies.
Red Orka is a movement where we will create an experience around parenthood. This is where
you come into play. We are looking for someone who can create events all around parenthood.
Every thing you can imagine from daddies sharing beers and knowledge to baby yoga everything
on one platform.
And we need you to help us!

What will you do?

What do you need?

* Create and host events
* Interact with clients

* Project Management skills

* Acquire B2B clients

* Entrepreneurship and daring: you are not afraid to be original

* Build a network

* Adaptability: quick to learn while on-the-go

* Shape our Red Orka community

* A genuine love for building a community

* Create your own department

* Imagination: inventive ideas and a creative mind
* Available for at least 6 months from March 2022 onwards

We are open to all of you. No matter what you have done if you think your fit in, sent us your CV!

What can you expect from us?
Red Orka offers you the opportunity to work in a start-up culture where everything you do matters.
In our Amsterdam living room office, you will have the freedom to experiment and evolve your own
projects as well as the chance to test them out on real customers.
You will be part of a team that shapes the future of an impact-driven company. But don‘t worry,
at Red Orka – we play as hard as we work! There will of course be a fun side! Besides all this, you
will get 400 euros per month for a full-time internship.
Are you interested in a life-changing experience with Red Orka?
Then send us over your CV to: erik@red-orka.com
We look forward to hearing from you!

